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We present a simple quantum memory scheme that allows for the storage of a light field in an ensemble
of two-level atoms. The technique is analogous to the NMR gradient echo for which the imprinting and
recalling of the input field are performed by controlling a linearly varying broadening. Our protocol is
perfectly efficient in the limit of high optical depths and the output pulse is emitted in the forward
direction. We provide a numerical analysis of the protocol together with an experiment performed in a
solid state system. In close agreement with our model, the experiment shows a total efficiency of up to
15%, and a recall efficiency of 26%. We suggest simple realizable improvements for the experiment to
surpass the no-cloning limit.
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Some of the most significant advances in quantum in-
formation processing have been made using quantum op-
tics. To extend these techniques, it is necessary to have
devices such as single photon sources and quantum repeat-
ers using quantum memories, where information is ex-
changed in a controlled fashion between light fields and
material systems. A quantum memory for light is a device
that can efficiently delay or store the quantum states of
light fields. This is usually achieved via some form of
imprinting onto an atomic system. The quantum states
stored must also be faithfully retrievable on demand and
the total efficiency of the processes must exceed the clas-
sical benchmark so that quantum information can be re-
tained [1]. It has been proposed that the requisite control
and strong coupling can both be achieved using an en-
semble approach, where the light field interacts with a
large number of identical atoms [2]. Classical pulses [3]
and single photon states [4] have been stored and retrieved
using electromagnetically induced transparency from
warm vapor cells and magneto-optical traps. In the con-
tinuous variable regime, quantum states of light have been
mapped onto atoms using the off resonant interaction of
light with spin polarized cesium vapors [5]. Further im-
provements are nevertheless still needed for realizing an
efficient and reliable quantum memory.
In 2001, Moiseev and Kro¨ll [6] published a proposal for
a quantum memory for light based on modified photon
echoes. In contrast to a normal photon echo [7–9], the
rephasing came from controlled reversible inhomogeneous
broadening (CRIB). This proposal has then been general-
ized to other broadening mechanisms [10–12]. Storage of
multiple pulses using CRIB has been demonstrated using
Stark shifts in europium dopants [13,14] and work towards
demonstrating such echoes in other systems has been
carried out [11,15]. The quantum memory proposals using
CRIB operate via a time reversal of the storage process. It
has been shown that by reversing the detunings of the
atoms, the equations of motion for light traveling in the
backward direction describe the motion of a time reversed
copy traveling in the forward direction [10]. The pulse can
exit the ensemble in the backward direction by applying a
phase matching operation to the atoms with an auxiliary
third atomic level and  pulses. Sangouard et al. [16] have
recently shown that a quantum memory can be achieved
without any external fields. However, using this approach,
the efficiency would be limited to a maximum of 54%.
In this Letter, we show that 100% efficiency using CRIB
is possible using only two level atoms Stark shifted by an
external electric field. The only light seen by the atomic
ensemble during the entire process is then the light field of
interest and the echo propagates in the forward direction
without being reabsorbed provided the Stark shift is linear
along the sample length. The principle benefit of such a
two-level scheme lies in its simplicity. First, the absence of
phase matching  pulses greatly simplifies the implemen-
tation. The precision of the electro-optic switching is not as
critical as the  pulse parameters. The scheme is also more
robust than those using optic-optic interactions, where
cross-coupling and transverse-modal effects on the beams
may reduce the process efficiency. Second, as the memory
requires only two atomic levels, this scheme is applicable
to many more atomic systems. In particular, erbium dop-
ants which allow operation at the telecommunication
wavelength of 1:5 m have been shown to have very
good two-level characteristics [17], while a lambda system
has yet to be demonstrated.
To demonstrate the efficiency of the memory, we con-
sider the interaction between a collection of N two-level
atoms and a quantum optical field with slowly varying
envelope E^z; t. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the pulse with
duration tpulse enters the medium at z  z0, t  t0
and the detuning of the atoms are flipped at t  0. We
follow the same procedure as in Ref. [18] and use locally
averaged atomic operators. The Heisenberg-Langevin
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equations describing the interaction in a moving frame at
the speed of light are
 
_^  =2 iz^ igE^^g  ^e  F^; (1)
 
_^ g  ^e  igE^y^ E^^y  F^g; (2)
 @zE^  igN^; (3)
where ^ is the atomic polarization operator, ^e=g the
population of the excited or ground state, g the atomic
transition coupling strength, and iz is the linearly varying
detuning from resonance. We also introduced  as a decay
rate from the excited state and the corresponding Langevin
operators. Under a small pulse approximation, ensuring
that a negligible amount of atoms reaches the excited state
(e  g), the nonzero noise correlations are found to be
[19]
 h ~Fz1; t1 ~Fyz2; t2i  2z1  z2t1  t2nA ; (4)
where A is the cross section area of the beam and n the
atomic density. Because the spontaneous excitation of
atoms to the excited states requires large energy, the noise
arises from the normally ordered Langevin correlations
and is therefore vacuum noise [19]. Furthermore, the
Heisenberg-Langevin equations are linear after the weak
probe approximation so the atomic and optical field vari-
ables can be treated as c numbers [18]. These two results
ensure that transmissivity is the only quantity needed to
fully characterize the memory.
The effective optical depth of the sample is gN=. This
ratio indeed quantifies the portion of the input light that is
not stored in the sample, a feature of the absorption of short
pulses by narrow linewidth atoms [20]. 2z0 on the other
hand gives the spectral coverage of the absorption process.
We will here let gN=  10=3 and 2z0  2=tpulse to
ensure an optimum writing efficiency. The sign of the
Stark shift will be reversed after the complete absorption
of the pulse. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the results of
numerical simulations with a zero decay rate   0.
Figure 1(b) reveals that with these parameters, a large
echo comes out of the sample after flipping the electric
field. The excitation in the medium can be thought of as a
polariton asymptotically slowing down to zero velocity
with the asymptotic limit for the different spectral compo-
nents of the pulse distributed spatially along the propaga-
tion direction. When the sign of the Stark shift is reversed,
the polariton accelerates in the forward direction out of the
sample. Because of the monotonicity of the Stark shift with
space, all the spectral components of the pulse escape the
sample without being resonant with the atoms. A detailed
description of this light-matter superposition in this
scheme will be presented elsewhere.
The importance of the Stark-shift monotonicity is high-
lighted further in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The figures show
plots of the electro-optic memory efficiencies as a function
of optical depth. It can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that the
efficiency of our memory asymptotes to 100% with optical
depth. It was shown in Ref. [16] however, that the effi-
ciency of such a two-level atom electro-optic memory is
limited when the broadening is nonmonotonic. To allow a
direct comparison between the two-level atom technique
analyzed in Ref. [16] and our scheme, we show in Fig. 2(b)





FIG. 2 (color online). Memory efficiency as a function of
optical depth when (a) the Stark shift is linear with position
and (b) when the Stark shift is nonmonotonic. Solid lines
represent the efficiency of the memory; dashed lines, the fraction
of transmitted light; and dot-dashed lines, the total energy
exiting the medium. Shaded regions are the no-cloning regimes.
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic of the electro-optic quan-
tum memory. (i) The input light field enters the sample at z 
z0 and t  t0; (ii) the light field is imprinted onto the
broadened two-level atomic ensemble, (iii) to recall the light
field, the polarity of the quadrupole electric field is flipped at
t  0, (iv) an output field is retrieved at z  z0 and t  t0. With
no decoherence   0, and the optical depth chosen to be
gN=  10=3, (b) and (c) show the space-time grid plots of
the light field intensity and the atomic polarization, respectively.
The input pulse duration is tpulse  t0=4 and the quadrupole
induced broadening is 2=tpulse.
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the result of simulations using a nonmonotonic broadening.
A complete agreement with the results of Ref. [16] is
found. The efficiency reaches a maximum of 54% and at
high optical depths, the optical information is retained in
the medium. Our modeling also demonstrates that a small
spatial nonlinearity of the Stark shift, z, and finite switch-
ing speed of the applied electric field have very little
influence on the efficiency. As the efficiency of our
electro-optic memory can be well above 50% with no
excess noise, the echo is guaranteed to be the best possible
copy of the input state [21], demonstrating that our scheme
is a quantum memory for light.
Figure 3 shows a contour map of the real part of the
electric field. Because of the large phase shift seen by the
field when it enters the medium, the last atoms in the
sample absorb the field a long time after the first atoms.
The storage time is then required to be large enough for the
atoms to reradiate the whole input pulse. Figure 3(a)
presents simulations where the storage time is 4 times
the pulse duration. In that situation, a time varying phase
shift is present across the output pulse, so that it is fre-
quency shifted with respect to the input. Figure 3(b) shows
simulations where the Stark shift is flipped after nearly all
the atoms have absorbed the field. The frequency shift is
then eliminated and only a constant phase shift is present.
One way of compensating for the phase shift would be to
cascade two electro-optic memories using opposite switch-
ing procedures. Another method would be to use an
electro-optic phase shifter driven with the appropriate volt-
age waveform.
The initial demonstrations of photon echoes via CRIB
used a linear Stark shift [13], as in the current proposal. At
the time it was thought that a more difficult experiment
involving an auxiliary atomic level and counter propagat-
ing  pulses would be required to achieve a quantum
memory for light. The above analysis shows that this is
not the case. Here we report enhancements of the efficiency
by more than 5 orders of magnitudes compared with the
initial Stark-echo demonstrations of Ref. [13] in complete
agreement with the theory. A large part of this improve-
ment is due to a change of the dopant ions used to praseo-
dymium allowing larger optical depths to be reached.
The experiment was carried out on a spectral antihole
which was prepared as described in Fig. 4. Light from a
highly stabilized dye laser was frequency shifted and gated
with acousto-optic modulators. The pulse was then steered
toward the sample of Pr3:Y2SiO50:05%. The sample
was approximately a 4 mm cube and was held at tempera-
tures in the range 2–4 K. Four electrodes were placed
around the sample in a quadrupole arrangement and pro-
vided an electric field that varied linearly along the optical
path. The electrodes were 1.7 mm diameter rods separated
by 8 mm. Voltages of approximately 5 V were used to
broaden the antihole and were able to be switched in 1 s.
Heterodyne detection was used to detect the transmitted
pulses. The beam diameter in the sample was approxi-
mately 200 m and the corresponding pulse areas =20.
Figure 5 shows the experimental traces of the electro-
optic echo memory with and without the preparation of the
two-level antihole. In the results, 49% of the incident light
was transmitted straight through the sample (with less than
2% absorption without the antihole) and 15% of the total
input light was recalled as an echo. The recall efficiency,
















FIG. 3 (color online). Real part of the optical field in a moving
frame at c. At t  t0, the light field enters the sample and is
gradually absorbed by the medium. At t  0, the quadrupole
field is flipped and the time reverse process commences produc-
ing a forward propagating pulse. For the parameters given in
Fig. 1, with a storage time of 8tpulse, (a) shows a small phase shift
across the retrieved pulse. With a storage time 80tpulse, (b) shows



















FIG. 4. Energy level diagram and spectral scheme for the
praseodymium dopants in yttrium orthosilicate
Pr3:Y2SiO50:05%. The light at frequency A is the light stored
by the electro-optic memory. The natural inhomogeneous line-
width of the sample, !nat, is a few GHz wide. To set up the
experiment, the applied light is swept around frequency A to
create a spectral hole a few MHz wide, !hole. Light at frequen-
cies B and C is then applied to prepare a narrow antihole around
A with linewidth !anti. Although the diagram shows the use of
the 1=2 excited states, there are ions contributing to the anti-
hole from the 3=2 and 5=2 excited states due to inhomoge-
neous broadening in the optical transition. In our experiment
!antihole  30 kHz.
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light is 26%, showing the potential improvements of our
system with larger optical depths. A minimal output pulse
distortion was observed, which demonstrates the rather
large time-bandwidth product in our experiment. Using
our numerical model, we vary the spectral width of the
unbroadened antihole and the optical depth of the sample
to match the experimental results. Close agreement be-
tween the experimental results and the simulations is ob-
tained only with these two free parameters. Our numerical
model suggests an antihole width of 30 kHz, in agreement
with the experimental expectation if the hyperfine transi-
tion broadening were the main limitation to the antihole
width.
For a given pulse length, the optimization of the experi-
ment is dependent on a compromise between increasing
the ratio between applied and intrinsic broadenings and
maximizing the optical depth of the sample. In our experi-
ment, 2z0= is around 12 while the optical depth
gN=  0:06. For each crystallographic site where pra-
seodymium is located, there is another related to it by
inversion. In order to implement a completely efficient
memory, only one of the site pair can be used. In principle,
this could be achieved by Stark shifting with a homoge-
neous electric field and optical pumping. In our experi-
ment, however, both orientations were used. The theo-
retical modeling on Fig. 5 takes into account these two
orientations by having two Bloch equations and two source
terms for the optical field. Simulations suggest that using
Fourier limited pulses, selecting only one orientation of the
praseodymium ions, and increasing the optical depth by a
factor of 3 would enable the scheme to reach more than
50% efficiency.
In conclusion, we have proposed an electro-optic quan-
tum memory for light with a linear Stark shift. In contrast
to existing quantum memories based on controlled inho-
mogeneous broadening, our scheme requires only two
atomic levels and is therefore applicable to a wide range
of systems. Moreover, our scheme does not require auxil-
iary optical pulses for the imprint and recall process. Our
experiments show an efficiency of 15% and a time-
bandwidth product of around three which compares favor-
ably with the performance of quantum memories based on
EIT [4]. The experiment is well modeled by the Maxwell-
Bloch equations. Modest improvements on the experimen-
tal parameters will allow efficiencies higher than 50% to be
achieved.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Experimental results (solid lines) and
numerical simulations (dashed lines) of the electro-optic echo
setup. Trace (a) shows the input pulse detected after transmission
through the sample when no antihole is prepared. Trace (b)
shows the transmitted pulse and (c) the stored-and-recalled pulse
components. The vertical line at 3:7 s denotes the time at
which the polarity of the Stark-shifting electric field is flipped.
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